Highland Woodworking’s Narex Chisels Earns Best Value Chisel in Fine Woodworking’s Evaluation

Highland Woodworking announces the results of Fine Woodworking Magazine’s bench chisel tool test. Among 23 top brands tested, Narex Czech Republic Chisels earned Author’s Choice for “Best Value” western style bench chisel.

Aug. 1, 2008 - PRLog -- Atlanta, GA. Highland Woodworking announces the results of Fine Woodworking Magazine’s bench chisel tool test. Among 23 top brands tested, Narex Czech Republic Chisels earned Author’s Choice for “Best Value” western style bench chisel. Fine Woodworking’s Chris Gochnour, a professional woodworker and writer, considered a number of criteria in determining the top chisels. Chisel evaluations included tool performance in dovetail, paring, chopping and durability tests. Additional factors included out of the box condition, tool ergonomics and edge retention properties. Mr. Gochnour enlisted the help of the Department of Material Science and Engineering at Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio to fully access each chisel’s edge-retention qualities. Under the direction of Professor David Matthiesen chisel edges were examined in a scanning electron microscope at 100X resolution.

Regarding Narex Bench Chisels:

“The beech handle, with a hoop and ferrule, is easy to grasp whether chopping with one hand or paring with two. The back of the chrome manganese blade was nice and flat and the edges were beveled sufficiently for excellent dovetailing. The cutting edge held up quite well and at $6, this is the obvious choice for best value among the Western-style chisels.”

Highland Woodworking’s Narex Chisels are available in sizes ranging from 6mm – 50mm, and also are available in sets of 4 (6,12, 20 & 26mm) or sets of 6 (6,10, 12, 16, 20 & 26mm). Their blades are fine-grained, nicely tempered chrome-moly steel (Rc 58).

Highland Woodworking, Atlanta, GA USA is a purveyor of fine woodworking tools and supplies with a 30 year reputation for quality tools and service. It is the exclusive source of the Wood Slicer Resawing Bandsaw blade, voted by Fine Woodworking Magazine as the best resaw blade available. Highland Woodworking is a trusted source of woodworking education and information. A schedule of woodworking classes and detailed product information is available at highlandwoodworking.com. Highland Woodworking 1045 N. Highland Ave., Atlanta, GA 800-241-6748.
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